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Quota Mobility in the European Sugar Regime

Abstract: We develop an analytical framework allowing to evaluate the consequences of a market of
quota rights in the European Union sugar sector. The three particularities of the sugar regime, i.e., the
distinction between "A" and "B" quotas, the levy mechanism and the possibility to produce "c" sugar at
world priee, are modelled. The empirical objective is to assess how cross-border quota transferability
would influence production in the various regions of the European Union. It appears that roughly 46 % of
the production could be reallocated. Some of the sugar production is Iikely to shift from Southem Europe
and the Benelux mainly towards France, Germany and Denmark. However, a large amount of transfer
would take place between producers of different regiDns in the same country.

Keywords: European Union, sugar, quota, quota market, welfare.

1. Introduction

The sugar production in the European Union (EU) has been ruled by the Common Market

OrganisatiDn (CMO) since 1968. Like most of the agriculturai SUPPDrt systems in the EU, the sugar

regime relies on institutional support prices. It is however somewhat specific on three points. First,

intervention buying is restricted by national quotas. Each Member State allocates its production rights

amDng its processors who contract with farmers to fill the quotas. Farmers can produce beyond their

individual quota rights, but sugar produced above quota (known as "c" sugar) is not eligible for

interventiDn buying support. Second, sugar production quotas are split between "A" and "B" quantities. "A"

quota production receives the highest lever of price support. "B" quota production receives a lower lever of

support since it is subject to a higher producer levy. Third thus, producer levies are collected to finance

the cDst of disposing surpluses on third markets so that the system ShDUld be self financing and budget

neutral. The "A" quota is facing a levy varying between 0 and 2 % of the intervention price, while the "B"

quota is facing a higher levy varying between 0 and 39.5 %.

Compared to other sectors, the sugar CMO had not raised many political problems since it has

been implemented. A politicaJ consensus has kept unchanged the sugar regime for years. Il has

succeeded in cDntrolling production and avoiding the accumulation of sugar "mDuntains". Since regulation

costs are borne by consumers and producers only, it is mDre easily accepted than alternative sDlutions

where costs are borne by taxpayers. However, the flaws of the system have recently become more

apparent. Some countries have complained that qUDtas prevent them from using their comparative

advantages1 (Neff, 1990 ; Agra-Europe London, 1990). Considerable national aids', the agri-monetary

system, and shares of production under "A" qUDta very variable across countries participate tD

considerable differences in producer average priees between Member States (Von Cramon-Taubadel,

1990 ; Bureau and Butaull, 1992). Many producers consider these price differences as unfair

(C1Jnfédération Générale de la Betterave, 1987). Consumers also have complained about the high price

of sugar in the EU and have shifted to other types of sweeteners, raising questions on the long term

sustainability of the regime. A recent report from the European Court of AuditDrs (ECA, 1991) has fuelled

these long lasting criticisms, and has described the regime as a being against the principle Df a single
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market. The report called for major changes in the EU sugar regime in order to increase the efficiency of

the sugar sector and lower the costs bome by consumers.

A first step towards a more efficient sugar sector requires to suppress national aids and other

distortions from the principle of a "common markef' which create incentives to production in high cost

areas. A further step requires changes in the quota system.

Aiston (1981) showed clearly how imperfectly transferable quotas induce shifts in aggregate

supply as weil as movements along aggregate supply function. He highlights the nature of these shifts

(imperfect quota allocation, technical change, uncertainty and extemalities) and concludes that

transferable quotas are preferable to non transferable quotas in order to minimise the size of the changes

in supply and the associated social cosls. As it is weil known, there is room for mutually beneficial

exchange of quotas between producers as long as there remain differences in marginal costs (see, for

example, Sutcher and Heady, 1963 ; Cox, 1987 ; Surrell, 1989 ; Rucker et al., 1993). Producers with

highest marginal costs atthe regulated output level will offer quantities as long as the quota price is higher

than their unit quasi rent. Similarly, low marginal cost producers will demand quota rights at decreasing

prices. At the equilibrium price for quota rights, unit quasi rents are equalised across farms, marginal

costs are the same (if ail farms face the same output price) and equal to the industry marginal cast. In

other words, free trading of quotas minimises the cast of producing the aggregate quota level.

Consequently, non transferable quotas lead to inefficiencies and higher production costs than necessary,

and prevent a reallocation of production across regions more confonm to comparative advantages.

As there seems to be a political consensus for maintaining a supply control for sugar in the EU,

we do not investigate the effects of a suppression of the quota regime in this paper. We focus instead on

the effects of a leasing quota market. Section 2 summarises some economic aspects of production under

quota and analyses the effects of a competitive market of production rights for sugar in the EU. The

analytical framework takes into account the three particularities of the EU sugar quota regime, i.e., the

distinction between "A" and "s" quotas, the levy mechanism and the possibility for each farmer to produce

"c" sugar at world price. Section 3 provides some empirical estimates of the magnitude of transfers and

producer welfare gains associated with the implementation of an European leasing quota market for

sugar. Section 4 concludes.

2. Economie aspects of sugar quota transfer in the EU

i) basic princip/es of quofa mobility

There is a broad consensus, at least among economists, that transferable quotas are more

efficient that non transferable quotas because transferable quotas allow production costs to be minimised

and hence, producers gains to be maximised (for a given product price and for a given global quota).

Clear discussions of the non optimality of restricting the transfer of production rights are presented in
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Butcher and Heady (1963), Aiston (1981,1992), Burrell (1989), or Rucker et al. (1993), for example. The

basic idea is that a limitation of the production for ail producers generates a welfare loss when their

marginal costs are heterogeneous. Efficient producers cannot produce extra quantities at a low marginal

cost, while poorly efficient producers are ailowed to produce their Jast units at a high marginal cost. The

society would be beller off if low marginal cost producers couId produce a lillie more and high marginal

cost producers a lillie less.

Microeconomies of supply under quota is weil documented in the literature. Moschini (1988,

1989), Squires (1992), Fulginiti and Perrin (1993), and Guyomard and Mahé (1993), for example, provide

a clear presentation of the modeiling of technology under quota. Montgomery (1972), Burreil (1989),

Babcock and Foster (1992), and Rucker et al. (1993), for example, discuss the economics of a

competitive market for quotas. Their analysis may be summarised as foilows.

Consider a profit maximising farmer 11, 11 =l, ... ,N, who produces the output y" according

to the weil-behaved cost structure C" (y" , w, Z") where w is the market price vector of variable input

quantities x" (raw materials) and Z" is the quasi-fixed factor quantity vector (capital, land and labour).

The farmer is a price-taker in the output and variable input markets. Output y" is constrained by an

individual quota at level y" and quotas can be freely traded among producers for one production cycle.

Let r be the rentai price of quota. The farmer's behaviour in this regime of tradable quota rights is

summarised by the foilowing programme':

(1) ma>: [11 =py" - C" (y", w, Z") - rq";y" =Ji" +q"} '" 11" (p - l', 1I',Z") + l'Y"
.l'''.q''

where rq" 2: a represents the cost of leasing additional quota q" at a price rand rq" ~ a
represents the earnings from leasing out part or ail of initial quota, also at a price r per unit.

11 "(p-r, w,Z") is the short-run unrationed profit function corresponding to the no-quota regime and

defined by:

(2) max [11 = (p - r)y" - C" (y", 11', Z")} '" 11" (p-r, 1I',Z")
y"

There is room for mutuaily beneficial exchange of quota between producers as long as there

remain differences in marginal costs: producer 11 wiillease additional quota if his marginal cost is lower

than the difference p - r and he wiil lease out part or ail of his initial quota endowment if his marginal

cost is greater than p - r. Quota wiil be exchanged until the marginal costs of production of ail firms

are equalised (see, e.g., Butcher and Heady, 1963; Moschini, 1984 ; Cox, 1987; Babcock and Foster,

1992; Guyomard et al., 1994), i.e.,

(3)8C"(y'·",w,Z")18y =p-r ';/11 E N
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where y"" represents the optimallevel of output in the regime of tradable rights.

Equation (3) implicitly defines the output supply function yU' (p - r, w, Z") which can also

directly be derived from the short-run unrationed profit function, evaluated at price p - r, by Hotelling's

lemma:

(4) yi" (p-r, w,Z") =On" (p-r, w,Z")1 Bp 'lin EN

Competitive market equilibrium for quota rights is defined by a quota rentai price r' such that

the quota market c1ears, i.e., a rentai price r' where the industry excess demand for quota rights is

brought to zero:

N N N

(5) L,q'''(p-r', w,Z",y")=L,y'''(p-r',w,Z'')- L,y" =0
11=1 11=/ Il:/

Equation (5), solved for r , defines the equilibrium rentai price r' of the quota as a function of

exogenous variables, i.e., y" ,p, w,Z" and N. The comparative statics ofthis equilibrium rentai price

r' is obtained by total diflerentiating of (5) and solving for dr' :

(6) dr' =dp-(L,rr~prl(L,dji"-L,rr~"dll'-L,rr~zdZ")
ft! AI N N

Equation (6) shows that the equilibrium rentai price, i) absorbs any change in the output price

(ar' 1ap = 1), ii) is decreasing in the aggregate quota level, iii) is decreasing in the prices of non

inferior variable inputs, and Iv) is increasing in the quantities of non inferior quasi-fixed factors4
.

Furthermore, it is worth noting that the equilibrium rentai price does not depend on individual quota

endowments y", but on the aggregate quota level Y.

The market for quota rights is illustrated by Figure 1, panels a, band c, in the case of two

producers initially granted at levels yi and y'. Panel a illustrates the situation at the firm level, panel b

depicts the quota market and panel c corresponds to the analysis at the industry level on the basis of

aggregate supply curves of the product. Given the initial distribution of quotas and the position of

marginal cost curves, the two producers will benefit from exchanging quantities since their marginal

cost difler (p - r' and p - r', respectively). For a quota price r greater than ri and smaller than r',

high marginal cost producer one is willing to lease out quotas and 10w marginal cost producer two is

willing to rent additional references. The equilibrium rentai rate is obtained when supply and demand

for quota rights balance. On this two-producer example, the supply function of quota is simply a part of

the marginal cost function of producer one while the demand function of quota is a part of the marginal

cost function of producer two. They are noted Sand D, respectively, and are depicted on panel b.
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The intersection of quota supply and demand cUlves determines the equilibrium priee l'" and traded

quantity Q" which correspond to point E. With respect to the non tradable quota regime, quota seliers'

welfare increases by area A and quota purchasers' welfare increases by area B. These welfare gains

may equivalently be measured at the firm level (panel a) or at the industry level (panel cl.

(insert Figure 1 panels a band c)

ii) application to the EU sugar regime

ln the case of sugar, individual rights have been aliocated on the basis of past references. In the

present regime, they are not transferable unless one trades the land associated to quotas, and it is almost

impossible for newcomers to enter production. Since efficient production is curlailed at the expense of

some relatively less efficient production, this generates the welfare loss described above, welfare loss

which should be eliminated by aliowing quotas to be traded. However, Iwo particular features of the EU

sugar regime have to be taken into account in order to apply the preceding theoretical framework for

analysing the consequences of a market of production rights on sugar beets: i) the distinction between

"A" and "8" quotas, and ii) the possibility for each farmer to produce "C" sugar at world priee. The

sugar producer's programme in the regime of tradable quota rights may then be written as5
:

_[ _( _')" ( _.) Il "_C"( 11_ Il " Il IZ-")' 1/>0- ">0'max 7[- P" '" y,,+ p" '" Y,,+PeYe y -Y"+Y,,+Ye,II, ,y"- ,Y,,- ,
(7) y: ..l': .y: .

"OJ -Il -IIYe ~ + I~Y" + ',Y"

where y; is "A" sugar quantity (output priee P" and quota rentai priee I~), y;' is "8" sugar quantity

(output priee Pb and quota rentai priee l',,), and y;' is "C" sugar produced at world priee Po" "A" and

"8" quota initial quantities are noted Ji; and Ji;', respectively.

The first-order necessary conditions for programme (7) are (the Iwo rentai priees are assumed

to be strictly positive):

(Ba) p" -l'" -Cm"(Y"")+1i~=0

(Be) Pe-Cm"(y''')+1i~ =0

(Bd) u,~" =0 -y"" > 0 1i~' > 0 .i =abcYi Vi '1 - • 1 - 1 ,.

where y"" =y~" + y;." + y;." represents the optimal level of production in the regime of tradable

rights, and 1i~, 1i~, and 1i~ are the Lagrange multipliers associated with non-negativity constraints on
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"A", "8" and "c" sugar, respectively. We note Cm" (y"") the marginal cast of producing the quantity

",YI/ .

Three conditions which are verified at quota market equilibrium allows us ta simplify the

analysis. These three conditions are shawn in Annex 1 and may be summarised as follows: if "A" and

"8" quotas are constraining for each producer Il, equilibrium quota rentai priees ': and ,0" should

verify: i) Po - Ph <':' ii) Pa - Ph =': - '0", and iii) Po - r; = Ph -'0" ~ p,. Condition ii) is particularly

useful since it allows us ta analyse the quota market by considering that there is only "8" sugar paid at

priee Ph 6. In total, seven "behaviours" have thus ta be distinguished, "behaviours" which correspond ta

seven producer categories. They are summarised in Table 1 and are defined below. These seven

producer categories are grouped into three main classes which are defined by the relative positions of

the marginal cast of producing a zero level of output (Le., Cm"(Oy), of the marginal cast of producing

the quota level (Le., Cm" (y" + Yh))' and of the world priee of sugar (Le., Pc)' We note N'.f the

number of producers who belong ta the category i, j where i (i =1, ... ,3) refers ta the class and j ta

a given behaviour in this c1ass.

(insert Table 1)

a) For the producers of the first class, Cm" (0) ~ Pc' The marginal cast of producing a zero level of

output, and a fortiori a positive level of output, is always greater or equal than the world priee of sugar.

There does not exist a strictly positive production level y" such that Cm"(y") =Pc' and hence li;, > O.

ln other words, the farmer did not produce "c" sugar in the non lradable quota regime and will not

produce "c" sugar in the tradable quota regime. If Ph -', 5: Cm" (0), the farmer leases out ail of his

initial endowment and becomes a full "renter". Let rI" be the marginal cast of production at "A+8" quota

level, Le., rI" =Cm" (y~' + JI;'). If Cm" (0) 5: Ph -', 5: rI", Le., if the market rentai priee of quota is

greater than the unit quasi rent, the farmer leases out a part of his initial endowment up ta the

production level y"" where his marginal cast Cm" (y ,JO ) equals the difference Ph -'i,. If

Cm" (0) 5: rI" 5: Ph -'" Le., if the market rentai priee of quota is lower than the unit quasi rent, he

rents additional "A+8" quantities up ta the amount where his marginal cast equals the difference

Ph -Ii,.

b) For the producers of the second class, Cm" (0) 5: P, 5: Cm" (y; + y;') = rI". It is unprofitable for

these farmers ta produce "c" sugar in the non tradable quota regime. If P, 5: Ph -l, 5: 11 ", it is still

unprofitable ta produce "c" sugar in the tradable quota regime, y;,:, is lower than Y;:.h and the farmer

leases out quota rights sa that his marginal cast is just Ph - rh' If p,. 5: 11'' 5: Pb -Ii" it is also

7



unprofitable to produce "C" sugar in the tradable quota regime, Yu'·+". is greater than y-" and the
" IHh

farmer rents additional quota rights so that his marginal cost equals Ph - rh'

c) For the producers of the third class, Cm" (0) ::; Cm" (y; +y;') =Tl" ::; Cm"(y;; +y;' +y;) =Pc'

The "C" sugar quantity which was profitable to produce in the non tradable quota regime was solution

in y; of the equality equalion between marginal cost of production and world priee, i.e.,

Cm"(y;: + y~ + y;) =Pc' If Ph - rh > Cm"(y; +y~ +y;') =Pc' the producer will rent additional

"A+B" quota rights up the amount q;'~'h = y;,:" - y;:+h' He does no more produce "C" quantities and

prefers to rent "A+B" quantities for a equivalent amount. Since Ph -'i. > Pc' his final production level

is greater than his initial production. If Ph -Ii. =Cm" (y;; +y;' + y;') =P" the producer is Indifferent

between producing "C" sugar or renling additionaJ "A+B" quotas for an equivalent amount.

Competitive market equilibrium for quota rights is defined by a quota rentai priee such tha! the

quota market clears. Let us first assume that the worid priee of sugar Pc is low enough so that "C"

sugar quantities equal zero in the non tradable quota regime. In such a case, N j .. =0 and the quota

market equilibrium equation reduces to:

(9)

LYI:'->It + L(y,:'." - y'l/(p" _'j,0 ))+ L(y~'.."- y',l'(p" -ri:)) = L(y')I( p" -r,:)- YI:'./t) + L(y'JI(Ph -1',:)- Ji~/~,,)
Nu Nu ,...;/ N'J 11'::

This situation corresponds to the "standard" model depicted by Figure 1 since no "C" sugar is

produced, either before the quota market or after it has been implemented. The intersection of industry

supply and demand curves at point E determines the equilibrium rentai priee 1; =r· and exchanged

quanlity Q.. Sellers' welfare increases by area A and purchasers' welfare increases by area B.

If the world priee of sugar increases, some producers shift from the N, group 10 the Nj group,

i.e., il becomes profitable for some farmers to produce some "C" sugar quantities in the non tradable

quota regime. As long as the world priee of sugar P, remains strictly lower lhan the difference Ph -Ii.· ,

there is always room for mutually (i.e., for renters out and for renters in) beneficial exchange of

production rights. The quota market equilibrium remains at point E where supply and demand for

quota rights balance (equilibrium rentai priee,; and exchanged quantity Q"J. Furthermore, production

of "C" sugar is now zero. Quota sellers' welfare increases by area A, but purchaser's welfare

increases by a smaller amount corresponding to hatched area C on Figure 2.

(inseri Figure 2)
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Let us now assume that the world priee of sugar increases up to the level Pb -1;. In such a

case, producers of the N] group are Indifferent between renting additional references or producing the

same quantity at world priee (i.e., as "c" sugar). For a quota market equilibrium to occur, we assume

that producers of the N] will choose to rent "A+B" quotas corresponding to the quantity suppliers are

willing to rent out at priee Pb -lh' = Pc' Again equilibrium occurs at point E. Sellers' welfare increases

by area A, but purchaser's welfare is now unchanged with respect to the non tradable quota regime.

Finally, if the world priee of sugar becomes greater than p" -lh' , quota market equilibrium no

more occurs at point E since it becomes more profitable for members of the N] group to produce at

marginal cost P, instead of Pb -lh' < p,. Consequently, the new equilibrium rentai priee lh" adjusts

downward to the new world priee. At equilibrium, it is equal to the difference p" - P, < l h•. It

corresponds to point F on Figure 3 where supply of quota rights equals Q" and sellers' welfare gain

is Iimited to area D. It is worth remembering that potential purchasers are Indifferent between renting

"A+B" quotas or producing "c" sugar quantities for the same amount, and that we assume that these

purchasers "choose" to rent in "A+B" quotas instead of producing "c" sugar.

(insert Figure 3)

iii) producers' welfare gain with an inter-regional market of sugar production rights

When quotas are made transferable through a competitive market, the increase in producers'

global welfare is the sum of the surplus changes of net quota suppliers f-Jl, and the surplus variations of

net quota purchasers W;,. This global welfare gain is represented by the sum of the hatched areas in

Figures 1, 2 or 3. In the empirical application, we consider the case where producers in region j are

allowed to trade individual quota rights with producers in other regions. In such a case, a competitive

market of quota in the entire EU exhausts the sum of ail dead-weight losses across regions, but the

equilibrium quota rentai priee does not necessarily clear the quota market in each region separately.

The aggregate regional supply and demand functions of sugar quotas in region j are noted

S/,h) and Dlr,) , respectively. They may be defined as follows:

=
(10a)

Slr,) = l (y;'., -y;,:, (p, - r,))
SIII' pfj,-".~ of rl'gin/l j

" (-" '." ( . ))L..J Ya+h-Yu+h Ph-lh +
JI/fi l'liuJ of rrgirHl j pllrr:/wscrJ of rcgirm j

;:; J:~h - Lmin(y;J+h'Y~:h(Ph -1i,))
prudur:a.< (If fl'KiO/l j
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Dj(rh)= I(Y;:h(Ph-rh)-Y;.h)
J!"~l"(j/l.\'r,' tIf 1'.:gillll j

(10b)

I (Y;:h( Ph - rh))- I min(Y;'h,Y;':h( Ph - rh))
pruJurrr_1 nf 'q~jun j p"'JIIUrJ al rt'J!;un j

= F/ ( Ph - rh) - F/ ( Ph - rh)

where F! () is the conslrained aggregate supply function of sugar beets in region j when production is

restricted by quotas, F,!() is the unconstrained aggregate supply function of sugar beets in region j if

production is not constrained by quotas, and Y,,{, is the aggregate quota level in region j .

The surplus variations for producers of a particular region j due to the implementation of the

quota market at the EU scale are then the following' :

ri
(11a) W/(I,)= "IrF/r'(I)dl-(Ph-I,)(Y,,{,-F!(p,-,,))

J.~J (P. -r.)

(11 b)'

F/(P-rA) Fj(p-r.)

Wj (l,) = J (F/ ri (I)dl- J(Fj ri (1 )dl + (p, -r,)(F,; (p, -r,) - F,J (p, -',))
o 0

These producers' surplus variations are illustrated by Figure 4 for a given region j. Let us first

assume that the equilibrium quota price ,; (defined on ail regions) is lower than the difference p, - Pc'

The equilibrium quota price does balance supply and demand of quota in the EU but not necessarily in

each region, and particularly in region j. In effect, on Figure 4, the quota supply of region j is equal to

Os.} =ri - Fi(p -ro) but the quota demand of region J' is Qf).j =FJ(p -ro)- Fi(p -rO)__ n+h"hh' IIhh rhh

which is greater than the corresponding supply. Sellers' welfare increases by area abc while purchasers'

welfare increases by area adef. Area feg, which corresponds to the welfare gain due to "c" sugar

produced by low marginal cost producers, has not to be taken into account in the evaluation of the

purchasers' welfare gain. Let us now assume that the world price increases up the level A =p, -,;. In

that case, one easily verifies that sellers' welfare still increases by area abc but that purchasers' welfare

is unchanged with respect to the non tradable quota regime.

(insert Figure 4)

Empirical estimations of producers' welfare gains (11 a) and (11 b) will be presented in section 3.

The sum of W/ and Wj measures the welfare change for the producers of region j that are generated
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by the implementation of a market of individual production rights common to ail EU regions. It gives an

estimate of the dead-weight loss due to the non tradable quota system.

30 Empirical application

This section iIIustrates the effects of implementing a competitive leasing market of sugar quota at

the EU scale. In section 2, we have shawn that such a market should be modelled conditionally ta the

level of the world price of sugar. Therefore, we characterise the leasing quota market at equilibrium for

different levels of the world price of sugar.

Annex 2 describes the approach followed ta estimate unconstrained and constrained regional

supply functions of sugar, F: (J and F! (J, respectively, on the basis of available infonmation. These

functions are used ta evaluate opportunily costs of marginal sugar beet production for the finms of the

different European regions. According to their opportunily costs and the prices of sugar, fanmers decide ta

lease in or out some sugar quota. The clearing of the market across regions leads ta an equilibrium lease

rate ,; (or ,;;') for "A" quota and r; (or r;o) for "8" quota. Quantities exchanged across regions and

producer welfare changes in each region may then be evaluated. At this stage, Iwo remarks are in arder.

First, in the empirical model, a regional processing capacily constraint is imposed on the total quantily of

sugar a given region can produce. In other words, we simulate the effects of the quota market under the

constraint Fj' () $ Ki where K) is the capacily constraint for region j 9. Therefore, even if a region j

has a substantial comparative advantage with respect ta other regions, farmers in region j cannat

purchase more quotas than the total capacily of sugar refineries of the region. Second, the price received

by producers includes national aids as weil as regional price variations.

Table 2 shows average opportunily cast of sugar beet for the various producing regions of the EU

distinguished in the modal. These regions account for roughly 90 percent of the total European beet

production.

The opportunily cast of sugar is an indicator of the willingness of the firm ta purchase or sale

quota rights, when facing a given market price for quotas. It contains ail the information on production

costs, on profitabilily of altemative crops and on the abilily ta expand sugar production on the fanm, abilily

which may be limited by technical constraints (for more details on this point, see Annex 2). Although there

are large variations within the same region, figures in Table 2 suggest that French and German regions

are, in general, keen on expanding their production. Producers in these areas have a low opportunily cost

and hence, are willing ta paya relatively high price for being allowed ta produce extra sugar beets. The

willingness ta pay for extra quota rights is lower in Italian and Spanish regions. It is noteworthy that

opportunily costs are often quite high in regions where beets account for a small share of the cultivated

land (column 3 of Table 2). This suggests that sugar quotas have been initially allocated ta the different

regions regardless of the competitiveness of the region. This also emphasises the interest for a market of
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quota rights at the EU seale whieh may lead to a realloeation of production more consistent with

comparative advantages.

(insert Table 2)

Table 3 presents the produeer priees of "A" and "B" beets10 and the equilibrium rentai rates of "A"

and "B" quotas in four situations eorresponding to four assumptions on the world priee level (13.5, 22.5,

29.0 and 30.5 ECU per tonne, respeetively). The intervention priee is given at 45.4 ECU per tonne.

Produeer priees are then equalto the intervention priee minus the relevant levies. Levies on "A" and "B"

quotas are ealeulated to exaetly eompensate the eost of export refunds. In the four cases eonsidered in

the paper, the "A" quota is faeing a fixed levy equalto 2 % of the intervention priee while the "B" sugar

is faeing a higher levy varying between 4.62 and 32.16 %. The priee of "A" sugar is not affeeted by

world priee changes beeause the levy deereases and is lower than 2 % only for very high levels of the

world priee, namely mueh higher than 30.5 ECU per tonne. In eontrast, the priee of "B" sugar is very

sensitive to variations of the world priee beeause "B" sugar bears the largest part of the cost of export

refunds. An inerease in the world priee lowers the level of refunds and henee leads ta an inerease in the

priee of "B" sugar.

Table 3 allows us ta evaluate the effeets of an inerease in the world priee of sugar on "A" and "B"

quota rentai rates. For a world priee of sugar beet of 13.5 ECU per tonne, "A" and "B" equilibrium quota

rentai rates are equal ta 15.3 and 1.6 ECU per tonne, respeetively. As long as the differenee

P" -1;; =Ph - r; remains greater than P" Le., P, lower than 29.0 ECU per tonne in Table 3, the rentai

rate r,; remains unehanged while the rentai rate r; adjusts upward because a higher world priee induees

an inereases in the priee of "B" sugar. For high levels of the world priee, Le., p,. strietly greater than 29.0

ECU per tonne in Table 3, both rentai rates adjust downwards to the level where

P" -1;' =Ph - r;' =p," . Although both the level of "A" quota and the priee of "A" sugar remain

unehanged, the lease rate of "A" quota is also an inereasing funetion of the world priee of sugar beet when

the latter exeeeds a certain threshold, namely 29.0 ECU per tonne in Table 3.

Aeeording ta the simulation results presented in Table 3, it appears thatthe equilibrium rentai rate

of "A" sugar is roughly equal to 34 percent of the priee of "A" sugar for any level of the world priee ranking

between the plausible vaiues of the table. This relatively high value of the quota traded on the market

suggests that the support to sugar produeers is likely to capitalise in the quota asset under a market of

tradable rights. Under the present situation, this support already capitalises into land priees of farrns

benefiting tram quotas (on this point, see Floyd, 1965).

(insert Table 3)

Table 4 presents the realloeation effeets of the quota market at the country level for the four

scenarii eorresponding to the four assumptions on the world priee. Figures are obtained by summing up
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the net supply and demand of quotas for ail the regions in each country. The amount of quota rights

traded is considerable since it represents roughly 45 % of the global quota for the whole of the EU. As

long as P, < Pa -1; = ]Jh - r; (Le., for the first three columns of Table 4), quantity exchanged between

farms amounts to roughly 5 million tonnes. Half of this quantity is traded between farms of the same

region while the second half is reallocated to different regions. Four countries are net purchasers of quota

rights (Denmark, Germany, France, and the United Kingdom) while other countries are net sellers,

particularly those of the Southem part of the EU.

Severai factors contribute to determine if a given region will be a net seller or buyer of quota: the

(marginal) cost of beet production (Le., the competitiveness of the region), the "potential" for an increase

in output defined as the gap between the unconstrained and constrained supply curves (see Figure 3)

and the producer priee (producer priees vary between regions because of national aids, regional priees

and monetary effects). Accordingly, although many Belgian producers are efficient, Belgium would be a

net seller of quota if an European market of quota rights would be implemented. The reason is that beets

already account for a large share of arable land in the most efficient farms. Farmers who would be net

buyers of quota have thus a relatively small margin for increasing their production. At the national level,

the magnitude of the purchase of quota does not compensate for the selling of quota rights by the less

efficient farmers of the country. On contrary, there is a potential for increasing beet production without

hitting technical constraints in France. Many French farms therefore combine low production costs with

non binding technical constraints. In spite of a processing constraint in several French regions, the

national demand for quota exceeds the supply, and France would be a net buyer of quota rights on the

market.

The effects of the quota market on "c" sugar production vary with the level of the world priee. As

long as ]J, is lower than ]Jo -I~" =]Jh -1; (Le., ]J, $; 29.0 ECU per tonne in Table 4), a collapse of the

production of "c" sugar follows the implementation of thè quota market. For low levels of the world priee, it

is more profitable to rent extra quotas than to produce "c" sugar. This result is illustrated, for example, by

the case where the world priee of sugar is 22.5 ECU per tonne (second column of Table 4). For this

particular value of ]J" the production of C sugar (1899 million tonnes under the present scheme)

becomes zero afler the implementation of the quota market ln other words, for low levels of the world

priee, a market for quota rights leads to a decrease in total production because the most efficient

producers would substitute "A" and "B" sugar to the C sugar thanks to the ability to purchase extra "A"

and "B" quota rights. For high levels of the world priee (Le., when ]J, > 29.0 ECU per tonne, e.g., when

]J,= 30.5 ECU per tonne in Table 4), the amount of quota rights traded decreases since both equilibrium

lease rates 1;' and r;" adjust downwards. The quantity of "c" sugar sold on the world market is now

positive although it is lower than in the absence of the quota market. It is worth remembering that a
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producer is Indifferent (in a world without uncertainty) to produce "A", "B" or "c" sugar because

(insert Table 4)

Table 5 shows the effects of the quota market on producers' welfare, be they buyers or sellers.

Clearly, producers' surplus variations are a function of the world priee which affects equilibrium rentai

rates, quota quantity traded and initial producers' surpluses. For low levels of the world priee (e.g., P,=

13.5 ECU per tonne in Table 5), there is no "c" sugar in the non tradable quota regime. In such a case,

the market for quota rights generates large welfare gains for producers (buyers and sellers) who are now

allowed to trade quotas. The increase in the surplus of quota sellers amounts to 65 million ECU while the

increase in the surplus of quota buyers amounts to 30.7 million ECU. A part of these welfare gains cemes

from the selling of quotas by producers who did not produce up to their quota righl. Therefore, the market

for quotas creates a valuable asset from unused production rights. When the world priee of sugar

increases, the initial producers' surplus increases too because the production of "c" sugar is now positive.

For intermediate levels of the world priee up to Pa -I~' =Ph -1; = 29.0 ECU per tonne (e.g., p,. = 22.5

ECU per tonne in Table 5), the surplus gain of quota buyers decreases while the surplus gain of quota

sellers remains virtually unchanged (it slightly decreases in %). The surplus gain of buyers is a decreasing

function of the world priee and becomes zero when P, =Pa -,; =Ph - l',:, i.e., when the world priee of

sugar reaches the "effective" priee of sugar beet in a tradable quota regime (i.e., 29.0 ECU per tonne in

Table 5). For higher levels of the world priee (e.g., 30.5 ECU per tonne in Table 5), the equilibrium lease

rate of "A" quota also decreases as weil as the surplus gain of quota buyers.

(insert Table 5)

4. Concluding comment.s

The first objective of this paper was to propose an analytical framework allowing to evaluate the

consequences of a market of quota rights in the EU sugar sector. This theoretical framework is based on

duality theory in production economics and uses the concept of virtual or shadow priee of a rationed good.

It takes into accounts the main specificities of the EU sugar sector, i.e., the "A" and "B" quota regime, the

levy mechanism, and the possibility to produce "c" sugar for the world market. We show that the

characteristics of the quota market at equilibrium are defined conditionally to the level of the world priee

and that different cases have to be distinguished in function of the level of this world priee. More precisely,

we show that the effective priee received by producers in the regime of tradable rights is the same for "A"

and "B" quota quantities (i.e., Pa - l'; = Ph - rh') and that this effective priee is greater or equal than the

world priee (i.e., Pa -1;; = Ph -Ih' ~ Pc)' Therefore, for sufficiently high levels of the world priee, the

quota rentai rates adjust downward so that Pa -1;;- =Ph -Ii:' =p,. In such a situation, we show that

quota buyers are Indifferent between leasing in additional quantities of quota or producing "c" sugar. This
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conclusion is obtained in a world without uncertainty. Obviously, risk considerations are also an important

element for modelling producer behaviour in a tradable quota regime particularly when the world priee of

sugar is subject to rapid changes over time.

Empirical results show that the implementation of an intercountry market for sugar quota rights in

the EU wouId lead to dramatic changes in production allocation between the different regions and that the

reallocation of about 45 % of sugar production would lead to considerable producers' welfare gains. As

expected from the theoretical analysis, the greater are buyers' welfare gains the lower is the world priee of

sugar. Welfare gains of sellers vary only slightly with the world priee (at least for "sufficiently low" levels of

the world priee).

Simulations presented in this paper show that marketable quota rights represent an interesting

and profitable evolution of the present European supply control scheme, at least as far as farmers are

concerned. Howevei, an important reallocation of production wouId occur, mainly from the South of

Europe to the North. At the Iimil, production could even disappear in the less efficient areas. Although

farmers in these areas would be net gainers from the market, this reallocation towards Northern European

countries might raise political obstacles. The risk of destabilising production zones is undoubtedly the

main reason which can be advocated for rejecting a market of sugar quota rights at the European scale.

Nevertheless, it is always possible for the farmers in these less efficient regions to produce non rationed

crops (cereals or oilseeds).

Finally, it is important to remember that a market for sugar quotas in the EU should not be thought

independently of the world market situation in so far as our simulation results highlight the high sensitivity

of quota market characteristics at equilibrium to the lever of the world priee.
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Table 1. Sugar producer behaviour in the regime of transferable production rights

Characterisation Optimallevel of production Quota supply (q'" :-; 0) or quota Cate-

demand (q'." ~ 0) gory

First case: Pc :-; Cm" (0)

Ph -l, :-; CIII" (0) y'.11 =0 UI Il < 0 Nuq =-Yn+h

Cm" (0) :-; Ph - " :-; 11'' )/J/ ; Cm" (y/JI) =: Ph _,'" /}/ fIl ( ) /1 < 0 Nuq =y Ph -', - Yn+h -

Cm" (0) :-; 11'' :-; Ph -l, y'." ; Cm" (y''') =Ph -Ij, /JI _ l'JI ( _. ) _ Il > 0 NIJq - ) Ph 1h Yu+" -

Second case: Cm" (0) :-; Pc :-; rI"
< . < 1/ y''';Cm''(y''') =Ph -l, q'" =y"'(Ph -1,)- Y;+h:-; 0 N1.1Pc - Ph -1h - 11
< "< . y'''; Cm" (y''') =Ph -l, /1/ tJ'( ) -II >0 NJ.1Pc-TJ -Ph-Ih q =Y Ph -', - Yu+h -

Third case: Cm" (0):-; TJ" :-; Pc
Pc <p,-I, y''';Cm''(y''') =Ph -', qlJl =yU! (Ph -/j,) - Y;+h > 0 NJ./

Pc =Ph -l, y''' ; Cm" (y''') =Ph -l, =Pc '." "'(( ) ) " NJ ,q =Y Ph -l, =Pc - Yu+h >
(1 )

(1) Producers of the NJ' category are indifferent between renling additional "A+B" or producing "c" sugar for

the same amount. We assume that these producers would prefer to rent additional rlghts.
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Table 2. Main characteristics of sugar beet production in the European Union

Sugar beet production Sugar beet acreage Yields Opportunity cast
(in % of total European (in % of arable land in (tonne per hectare) (ECU per tonne)

production) each region)
Belgium 6.1 26.0 55.6 30
Denmark 3.3 17.0 44.1 25
Niedersachsen 7.2 21.3 48.0 29
Nordrhein Weslfal. 4.2 19.3 49.7 24
Hessen 1.1 14.4 50.1 22
Rheinland Pfalz 1.3 19.1 55.1 20
Baden Wurtlemb. 1.3 15.8 54.6 23
Bayern 4.7 16.5 58.1 20
Greece 2.5 24.9 63.6 32
Castilla Leon 4.3 13.4 40.1 37
Andalucia 2.8 65.0 27.7 40
Ile de France 2.7 13.6 50.5 26
Champagne 5.8 10.5 63.9 22
Picardie 9.5 15.0 58.3 30
Haute Normandie 1.6 10.4 47.0 27
Centre 1.7 20.8 55.0 26
Nord pas de Calais 4.0 15.7 54.7 30
Lombardia 1.2 21.1 547 50
Veneto 3.0 23.0 50.3 50
Emilia Romagna 5.7 30.4 49.7 50
Marche 1.9 29.2 46.0 49
Puglia 1.1 17.3 32.2 53
Netherlands 8.0 23.4 55.6 31
East England 6.5 18.0 48.6 32
North England 1.0 145 37.6 32
Total 92.6 - - -
Note: New L3nder of Germany are not ,nciuded beause of lack of data.
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Table 3. Effeets of the world priee of sugar on the priees of sugar beet and on the equilibrium rentai
rates of "A" and "8" quotas (ECU per tonne)

intervention priee 45.4 45.4 45.4 45.4
World priee 13.5 225 29.0 30.5
Priee of "A" sugar beet 445 44.5 44.5 44.5
Priee of "8" sugar beet 30.8 37.4 42.3 43.3
Rentai rate of "A" quota 15.3 15.3 15.3 14.0
Rentai rate of "8" quota 1.6 8.2 13.1 12.8
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Table 4. Effeets of the world priee on the EU production of sugar (1000 tonnes)

World priee World priee World priee World priee
13.5 ECU/t 22.5 ECU/t 29.0 ECU/t 30.5 ECU/t

initial initial final initial final initial final initial final
quota "C" quota "C" quota "c" quota "c" produeli

sugar sugar sugar sugar on
Belglum 826 0 507 6 507 60 507 71 594
Denmark 425 0 725 146 725 300 725 301 762
Germany 2446 0 3270 826 3270 1245 3270 1296 3558
Greeee 319 0 133 2 133 21 133 27 168
Spain 862 0 329 0 329 78 329 150 460
France 3140 0 4391 881 4391 2072 4391 2287 6348
Italy 1309 0 151 0 151 0 151 0 208
Netherlands 872 0 612 4 612 232 612 296 760
UK 769 0 850 34 850 328 850 444 993
Exehanged 4947 4947 4947 4026
quantity
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Table 5. Effects of the world priee on quota suppliers' and buyers' surplus variations (million ECU)

World priee: 13.5 ECU!t World priee: 22.5 ECU!t World priee: 29.0 ECU!t World priee: 30.5 ECU!t
initial variation of surplus initial variation of surplus initial variation of surplus initial variation of surplus

surplus sellers buyers surplus sellers buyers surplus sellers buyers surplus sellers buyers

Belgium 10.6 5.5 0.2 10.5 5.5 0.2 10;8 5.5 0 10.9 5.0 0

Denmark 7.0 1.5 2.1 7.3 1.5 1.8 9.1 1.5 0 9.6 1.4 0

Germany 41.3 8.3 10.2 44.0 8.3 7.5 51.4 8.3 0 53.4 7.7 0

Greeee 3.9 2.2 01 3.9 2.2 0.1 4.0 2.2 0 4.0 1.9 0

Spain 9.2 6.1 - 9.2 6.1 - 9.2 6.1 0 9.3 5.1 0

France 44.6 16.5 17.2 48.2 16.5 13.7 61.8 16.5 0 65.1 15.2 0

Italy 8.2 12.7 - 8.2 12.7 - 8.2 12.7 0 7.9 10.9 0
Netherlands 9.5 6.7 0.6 9.5 6.7 0.6 10.1 6.7 0 10.5 6.0 0
UK 10.3 5.5 0.7 10.3 5.5 0.7 10.9 5.5 0 11.5 4.9 0
EU 145.5 65.0 30.7 151.1 65.0 24.1 175.2 65.0 0 182.2 58.0 0
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Annex 1.

The first-order necessary conditions for programme (7) are (the two equilibrium rentai prices are

assumed to be strictly positive):

(Ba) Pa -1;; - Cm"(y"') +0,;' =0

(Bb) Ph-I; -Cm"(y''') +0;' =0

(Bd) '''·''-0' '''>0'·''>0''- bYi Vi - ,Yi - 'Ui - ,I-a, ,C

.
Proposition. If "A" and "B" quotas are cDnstraining for each producer 17, then i) Pa - Ph < 1;" il)

Pa - Ph =1;; - r,: 'and Hi) Pa - J~; = Ph - Ji: ~ Pc'

Proof ofpart i) of/he proposition. Let us assume that 1;; :> Pa - Ph' First-order conditions (Ba) and (Bb)

imply that Pa - 1;; = Pb - 'h• + 0,:' - 0,;' ;'i17 = J, ... ,N. This equality cannot be satisfied if the farmer

produces "A" and "B" sugar in the regime of tradable rights because in such a case, 0;: =0,0;: =0

and hence, Pa -1;; = Ph -1; which contradicts the assumption that I~' :> Pa - Ph since li: > O. In the

same way, the equality cannot be satisfied if each farmer produces "B" sugar only because in such a

case Pa - Ph < 1;;. Finally, the equality cannot alsD be satisfied if each farmer produces "A" sugar only

because in that case each producer is willing to lease out ail of his "B" quota endowment. but the

aggregate demand for "B" quota equals zero and there is no equilibrium on the "B" quota market.

Proof of part ii) of the proposition. Let us assume that Pa - Ph < I~ -Ih . Under this assumptiDn,

conditions (Ba) and (Bb) may be satisfied only if each farmer dDes not produce "A" sugar in the regime

of tradable rights (Le., o~ = 0). In such a case, each farmer is willing to lease out ail of his of "A" quota

endowment, but the corresponding demand for "A" quota equals zero and there is no equilibrium on

the "A" quota market. By a similar reasoning, one shows that if Pa - Ph > 1: -Ih', then each farmer is

willing to lease DUt ail of his "B" quota endowment and there is no equilibrium on the "B" quota market.

Hence, Pa - Ph =1: -1;.

Proof of part iii) of the proposition. Let us assume that Pa -1;; = Ph - r; < p,. In such a case, one

easily verifies that each producer is willing to lease out ail of his initial "A+B" quota endowment and that

there is no equilibrium on the quota market. Hence, Pa -1;; = Ph -1; ;;:: p,..
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Annex 2.

Consistent econometric estimates of sugar supply functions in the EU have been proved to be diffcult to

obtain because of the cumbersome modelling of the specifie features of the sugar regime. The

inconsistency of the estimates presented in the literature suggests that parametric approaches perform

quite poorly in accounting for the three priee level system12 . In cases of complex constrained production

with several priee levels, Iinear programming (LP) models have performed better than standard

econometric techniques. The derivation of supply response curves from activily models seems thus to be

a satisfactory alternative to parametric estimates of supply. It is this approach we have followed to

construct regional supply curves of sugar.

ln the regions where fanm business association data were available, regional supply curves are estimated

by stacking individual LP models of producers who maximise gross margins. The models include a

technical constraint on the maximum percentage of land that can be used for producing beets as weil as

individual quotas (for more details on the construction of these LP models, see Morin, 1992).

The practical problem we faced was the lack of micro-economic data for several regions. The solution to

this problem was, i) to estimate supply curves using LP firm models for the regions where detailed data

were available, ii) to fit a parametric function that relates the opportunily or marginal cost of sugar to the

cumulated production on the basis of the results of these models, and iii) to calibrate the distribution

function for the regions were data were scarce using more aggregate information.

The opportunily cost of sugar beet production corresponds to the dual variable associated to the "A+B"

quota constraint in the LP models. This opportunily cost is therefore a function of gross margins of

alternative productions. Individual opportunily costs and individual levels of beet production were used as

pseudo-data for the fitting of a parametric function specifie to each region. Firms were ranking according

to their opportunily cost, and the regional supply curves were obtained by plotting the cumulated

production on the Y axis and the opportunily cost on the X axis. Henri's graphs suggested that the curve

obtained for each region could be approximated by a lognormal distribution. A Shapiro-Francia test

(Shapiro and Francia, 1972 ; Royson, 1983) confirmed that the lognormal distribution could not be

rejected. In other words, for regions j where detailed data were available, we estimate the regional

supply functions by:

log(p pi) mi
F'(p)=AJH(" )

cr'

where A.I is the maximum supply of sugar beets in region j (i.e., the quota level in the non tradable

quota regime and the maximum production in the tradable quota regime), H is the cumulated function of

the nonmal distribution, and p;, m.i and cr' are region .i specifie parameters to be calibrated.
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For regions k where data were not available to estimate individual models, the opportunity cost of land

was first estimated by the gross margin of the most likely substitutable crop to sugar beets. The

opportunity cost of sugar beets was then approximated by the sum of the variable costs of beets and the

opportunity cost of land (divided by yields in beets). The first empirical moment of the opportunity cost of

sugar beets was calculated using the Farm Accountancy Data Nelwork. It gave an estimate of mean ni.
The variance cl was estimated by assuming that the ratio m' / cl is constant and equal to 0.1813

. The

economic Interpretation of the intercept P,; is the value of the opportunity cost of production for a zero

supply of beets. It was therefore approximated by the variable costs of sugar beets in the average farm of

the relevant region.
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Endnotes

1 Although comparative advantages are not easy to measure, several studies suggest that some
European countries are much less efficient than others in producing sugar. Bureau and Butault (1992)
show that the quantity of goods and services used to produce a given amount of sugar beet is much lower
in France and Germany than in other European countries, while it is much higher in Italy, Greece and
Ireland. Others studies (Erskine and Pugh 1990; Landell Mills, 1990) also lead to close conclusions and
show considerable discrepancies in costs of production across European countries. Evidence suggests
that the present allocation of production shows iittle connection with comparative advantages of the
different production areas (Roberts and Whish-Wilson, 1991). There is no evidence that the present
allocation of production corresponds to any comparative advantages in the processing sector either.
Countries which are less efficient in beet production do not show a particular comparative advantage in
transformation infrastructures and technology (Morin, 1992). Landell Miiis (1990) shows that processing
costs are very similar among European countries.

2 Agra-Europe London (1987, updated April 92) provides detailed infomnation on national aids. As an
example, aids generate a support to beet growers up to 35% above the EU level in Italy (sum of
"adaptation aids" and storage subsidies).

3 ln order to simplily the presentation of the basic model, we assume that, i) ail producers face the
same output priee, and ii) ail producers continue to produce a positive level of output in the regime of
tradable quota rights.

4 The comparative statics of output supply, at both the firm and industry level, and of traded quantity
can also be derived. The most interesting result is that these quantities are invariant with respect to
changes in output priee. This can easily be verified by noting that output supply is a function of the

difference P - l' • and that ar' / ap = 1.

5 ln order to simplily the presentation of the theoretical model, we consider the case of a mono
production of sugar. The analysis may easily be generalised to a multi-output technology (where other
outputs are not controlled by production quotas and hence, free to adjust) by replacing the cost

function C" (y" , 11', Z") by the restricted profil function 71:(y" ,p- , 11', Z" ) where P- denotes the priee
vector of other products.

, However, it is clear that welfare effects of the quota market have to be analysed by distinguishing "A"
and "B" quotas and the two corresponding output priees, P" and p,.

7 Alternative formulations for producers' surplus variations may be obtained using direclly supply and
demand funclions for quota rights.

• It is worth remembering that P, -1', ~ PC' One verifies that w.f is a decreasing function of Pc' for a

given /;, < Ph - P" and that w.f = 0 when Ph - r, = PC'

9 The regional capacity constraint Kj , corresponds to a full utilisation of plant capacities without new

investments.

10 The priee of beets is obtained by transforming the priee of sugar in beet equivalent, minus
processing costs.

11 We use two stars to represent the equilibrium rentai rates of "A" and "B" quotas in the case where
the world priee of sugar is striclly greater than 29.0 ECU per tonne to ensure the consistency with the
notations used in section 2.

12 Long-term elasticities of sugar supply in the various Member States of the EU range between 0.1
and 2 (Graham, 1983 ; Wong et al., 1989 ; Leuck and Neff, 1991). Bali et al. (1993) find short-term
elasticities varying between 0.1 and 1.6, depending on countries. In most cases, the fit of the model is
very poor.

13 ln the regions where farm business association data were available, the ratio mi / cri is equal to
0.18 +/- 0.02.
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